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�Gargonza Arts”: 
Enabling artistic creation



�Gargonza Arts” is a unique project to 
promote young and highly talented ar-
tists of European standing. Scholarship 
holders in various artistic disciplines 
such as the Fine Arts with its different 
genres photography, sculpture, painting 
or video-art, architecture, composition, 
poetry and literature will work together 
for the first time in the Artists‘ House at 
Castello di Gargonza from 15�� April until 
8�� July 2012. After that, a similar three-
months working period for young artists 
will be held at Gargonza every year. The 
scholarships holders will not only conti-
nue to develop their own artistic disci-
pline, they have also the unique chance 
of a fundamental broadening of their 
artistic horizons accompanied by the 
benefits of mutual inspiration.

I would wish that the mutual interaction 
will result in a steadily growing group of 
artists that over the years develops into 

The Vision

a tightly woven network of artists, jury 
members and organizers and possibly 
sponsors in which open-minded exchange 
among the disciplines takes place.

The works created in Gargonza or pre-
viously existing will be presented as far 
as possible to the public in joint events 
in Gargonza and at other venues in 
Europe. Thus, Gargonza will promote 
the development of young artists into 
prominent and outstanding personali-
ties whose names and creations will be 
known throughout Europe.

The art needs inspiration - 
Tuscany is the pure inspiration!

It is an art 
to create 

an opportunity 
to create art



Many years ago, Michael Faust met Count 
Roberto Guicciardini at his Castello di 
Gargonza in the heart of Tuscany. At that 
time, Guicciardini had started to restore 
the castle using only local craftsmen 
and materials. Over a period of many 
years, he fulfilled his dream of restoring 
the Castello to its former glory: Thirty 
houses and a chapel surrounded and 
protected by the castle‘s fortification 
wall and shadowed by the castle tower, 
visible for miles around. Shortly after-
wards he established a hotel here which 
he named �Castello di Gargonza”.

Michael Faust became increasingly keen 
to find a way to pass on the inspiration 
to younger generations of artists that he 
had experienced when staying in Tuscany, 
and especially in Gargonza.

In 2008 Michael Faust founded �Gargonza 
Arts”, a project aimed at promoting the 
interaction of the fine arts as well as mu-
sic and literature, modeled along the lines 
of developments back in the Renaissance 
era. Now, a new centre is being created in 
Gargonza where young artists can absorb 
the Tuscan culture but also, and above all, 
can enhance their own creative work by 
establishing new contacts with their ar-
tist colleagues. Tuscany and its ambience 
provide an ideal environment and Italy 
demonstrates once again its fertile po-
tential for European culture.

The support organisation of the �Gargonza 
Arts” project is InterArtes e. V. Cologne.

The History



The Scholarship

The �Gargonza Arts” scholarship covers 
the three-months stay, travelling expenses, 
board and lodging, mentoring, and working 
materials as well as a monthly income of 
1.200 €. In addition, an one-week guided 
excursion to the most important cultural 
sites of the region will be held.

The most important aspect, however, are 
the interdisciplinary, concurrent and joint 
artistic activities in the Artists‘ House and 
other locations at Castello di Gargonza. 
The aim is for the artists to influence and 
inspire each other continually.

Each year a new theme will be announced 
to provide an inspirational guide for the 
scholarship holders.

For the end of their scholarship period the 
participating artists will prepare a joint 
presentation that explores the concrete 
aspects of their working stay at Gargonza. 
They show their new insights into the ways 
of working in other disciplines and the 
effects on their own work. The scholar-
ship holders will leave one of their works, 
sketches or studies to InterArtes e. V. .



�Casa Contessa Francesca” is located at 
the entrance driveway to the castle village. 
Here, away from the tourist bustle, the 
artists can find peace and concentration. 
The house comprises single rooms on 
two floors as well as a kitchen and living 
room and fireside sitting room both 
available for all to use. A spiral staircase 
leads to the top floor: space for concen-
trated solitude.

The scholarship holders can, of course, 
spend time anywhere within the castle 
village: There is a concert room with a 
grand piano for the composers, a studio 
room for the painters and several gar-
dens and lounges. They can enjoy their 
surroundings in the centre of Tuscany 
that provide them with plenty of liberty.

The �Gargonza Arts“ project 
provides artists just starting off 
in their careers with the oppor-
tunity for a stay in the inspiring 
setting of Castello di Gargonza.

�Gargonza Arts“ is promoting 
young, highly-talented and 
aspiring artists.

The Artists‘ House



The Scholarship holders

Highly-talented and motivated young 
artists - painters, sculptors, photogra-
phers, composers, architects, poets and 
writers - are invited to live and to work in 
the Artists‘ House at Castello di Gargon-
za. During their studies they will already 
have aroused public interest with per-
formances or exhibitions and will have 
shown particular interest in interdiscipli-
nary work.

In the future, the selection of the scho-
larship holders will be found by a jury via 
competitions, - only in the launch period 
the scholarship holders will be nominated 
by the board of trustees.

Significant persons of international stan-
ding have agreed to appoint the scholar-
ship holders and to act as board of trustees 
and prospective jury members. When 
appropriate, they can also act as advisers 
at Gargonza.

Within the first years, the members of the 
board of trustees are Mary Bauermeister, 
Anthony Cragg, Herbert Molderings (fine 
arts), Peter Eötvös, Heinz Holliger, Robert 
HP Platz (music - composition), Karl-Heinz 
Petzinka (architecture), as well as Hildegund 
Laaff, Hanns-Josef Ortheil and Insa Wilke 
(literature).

The Board of Trustees



�Everyone is responsible as an individual. 
Only in the commitment the individual creates himself.”

(Stéphane Hessel, after Jean Paul Sartre)



Support opportunities

Individuals or institutions that wish to support the idea of inter-
disciplinary work amongst the highly talented can become spon-
sors or supporters of the �Gargonza Arts” project.

The InterArtes e. V. is the support association for the �Gargonza 
Arts” project and registered as a non-profit organisation. All support 
contributions for the purposes of the support association - to orga-
nize the �Gargonza Arts” project - are welcome, whether large or 
small. It is also possible to fund one or more complete scholarships 
at a value of € 20,000 each.



Donors enjoy all member benefits but 
may also, if desired, be named in the offi-
cial donor list (donation of € 100 or more) 
in both the information material and on 
the website of InterArtes e. V. for the cur-
rent and following year. 

They receive
· special concessions (donation of € 500 
  or more) on works from artists con-
  nected with InterArtes e. V.
· invitations to specific cultural events
· invitations to moderated meetings 
  with scholarship holders (applicable for  
  donations from € 500 and for suppor-
  ting members from € 260)

The members of InterArtes e. V. receive 
· all new information material released 
  by InterArtes e. V. and are kept up to 
  date about the activities of the associa-
  tion with a regular newsletter
· a 15% discount on the hotel room price 
  at Gargonza
· invitations to public cultural events held 
  by InterArtes. e. V.
· free access to the members‘ area of the 
  InterArtes e. V. website

Members whose contributions are higher 
than the usual annual membership fee 
are recognised as supporting members 
or as donors.

Members Donors



Sponsors are persons or insti tuti ons who 
provide € 10.000 and more, or undertake 
one or more enti re scholarships, possibly 
for several years. Beyond all benefi ts for 
donors, they receive:
· organized individual meeti ngs with 
  scholarship holders, also at Gargonza
· inclusion in the list of sponsors in both 
  the informati on material and on the 
  website of Gargonza Arts for the 
  durati on of the contract
· a named entry on the InterArtes e. V. 
  plaque placed at Gargonza
· presentati on of the sponsor logo on 
  sponsored materials and/or at events
· organizati on of workshops at Gargonza 
  with sponsors or their representati ves 
  and scholarship holders

All benefi ts can be agreed individually.

All mutual benefits including material 
and event sponsoring are individually 
agreed and set out in contracts.

Sponsors



The Board of Trustees

Fine Arts

Works by the sculptor Anthony Cragg are exhibited in the most important galleries 
and museums around the world, including the Louvre in paris, at the Biennale in 
Venice and in São Paulo. His Sculpture Park in Wuppertal has received international 
acclaim. He is president of the art academy in Düsseldorf and winner of both the Pie-
penbrock Prize for Sculpture and the �Praemium Imperial”, the most illustrious award 
for the arts worldwide.

Herbert Molderings is professor of art history at the Ruhr University in Bochum. He 
studied art history, philoposphy, archaeology, sociology and German language and 
literature and obtained his PhD with a dissertation on Marcel Duchamp. He has written 
numerous books and essays on the history and aesthetics of photography as well as on 
modern artists. He has held the post of curator at renowned museums in Barcelona, 
Essen and Paris.

Mary Bauermeister, one of the most significant artists of her generation, studied in Ulm 
and Saarbrücken (photography) and has been based in Cologne since 1957 working as a 
freelance artist. She initiated the Fluxus movement with artists from many different fields 
including composition, poetry, visual arts and architecture. Her first solo exhibition was 
held in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. She lived in New York from 1962 to 1967, 
Many museums including the Museum Ludwig in Cologne have acquired her works.



Music - composition

The Hungarian composer, conductor and teacher Péter Eötvös is one of the most re-
nowned contemporary musicians. He conducts the leading symphony orchestras of 
Berlin, London, Munich, Paris, Vienna as well as ensembles such as the Ensemble Inter-
contemporain, Ensemble Modern and Klangforum Wien. His compositions and operas 
are performed worldwide. He has held professorships in Karlsruhe and Cologne and 
founded the International Eötvös Institute for young conductors and composers. For his 
lifetime achievement he granted the Venice Biennale 2011 �Golden Lion“.

Heinz Holliger, the world-renowned oboist, conductor and composer, studied in Bern 
and Paris, and learned the oboe with Pierre Pierlot and composition with Pierre Boulez. 
In 1965, he became professor for oboe at the Freiburg im Breisgau music academy. As 
oboist and composer he has travelled the world and has received countless prizes and 
distinctions for his compositions.

Robert HP Platz studied conducting in Freiburg with Francis Travis, and composition with 
Wolfgang Fortner and later in Cologne with Karlheinz Stockhausen. He conducted the 
premieres for more than 300 works played by many major orchestras but in particular 
as head of the Ensemble Cologne which he himself founded. In 1990, he took over the 
teaching post for composition at the music adacemy in Maastricht and is principal guest 
conductor of the Ensembles Alternance and Musica d‘Insieme.



Literature

Hanns-Josef Ortheil is author and teaches as professor of creative writing and arts jour-
nalism at the University of Hildesheim. After piano studies, he studied art history in 
Rome, German literature, philosophy, comparative literature, and musicology in Mainz, 
Göttingen, Paris and Rome. His novels are translated into more than 20 languages. Ortheil 
received scholarships from the Villa Massimo in Rome, and was honored with numerous 
awards, including the Thomas Mann Prize of the city of Lübeck, the George K. Glaser 
Award of Rhineland-Palatinate and the SWR as well as the Koblenz literary prizes.

Insa Wilke is programme director of the House of Literature in Cologne. She lectures at 
the Freie Universität Berlin and at Hildesheim university and works as freelance litera-
ture critic for the weekly newspaper Die Zeit and for the daily newspaper Frankfurter 
Rundschau. In 2010, her dissertation titled �Is that a life. The poet Thomas Brasch” was 
published by Matthes & Seitz Berlin. She is a member of several juries in the field of 
literature.

Hildegund Laaff has been the curator of many literary events including a reading of 
the complete works of Marcel Proust‘s �In Search Of Lost Time” and Uwe Johnson‘s 
�Anniversaries”. As book seller in Cologne since 1957, she has rendered great service 
in the publication of many works and cooperates with the most important publishers in 
Germany.



Initiator

Michael Faust, the initiator of the �Gargonza Arts” project, has been the solo flautist 
at WDR Symphony Orchestra Cologne since 1988. Previously, he held solist positions in 
Rome, Hamburg, Stuttgart and Munich. He studied in Hamburg and Berlin. Numerous 
solo concert tours took him through almost all European countries, to North and South 
America, through Africa as well as to China and Japan. He is honorary professor at the 
music academy in Düsseldorf.

Architecture

Karl-Heinz Petzinka is professor for architecture at the art academy in Düsseldorf and 
acts on judging panels at national and international level. After studying at the University 
of Technology in Aachen, he worked in the architecture office of O. M. Ungers and assi-
sted Prof. Wolfgang Döring in Wuppertal. Between 1994 and 2007, he was professor for 
design and building technology at the Technical University in Darmstadt. From 1994, he 
and Thomas Pink ran the architects‘ office �Petzinka Pink Architects” in Düsseldorf and 
Berlin.



Contact: Prof. Michael Faust | Tel: +49-(0)179-1404264 | E-Mail: m.faust@gargonza-arts.com

InterArtes, Verein zur Förderung der Künste e. V.
Postfach 101913 | D - 50459 Köln
E-Mail: info@gargonza-arts.com

The non-profit association InterArtes e. V. was founded in January 2011 and is based in 
Cologne. (Association registered under VR 16732). InterArtes e. V. is the support asso-
ciation for the �Gargonza Arts” project. It organizes the appointment of the board of 
trustees and jury members, invitations for scholarship holders and their working stay at 
Gargonza as well as the presentation of events and the fundraising.
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